
Helping Those With Limited Mobility Go Mobile 
Advanced Tecla-e takes assistive technology to the next level 

 
TORONTO, April 18, 2017 - Today, Komodo OpenLab launched its new and vastly advanced              
tecla-e, available for pre-order at gettecla.com. tecla-e is a cloud connected assistive device             
providing users with control of their devices and environment. Proving definitively that good             
things come in small packages, the new version offers greater and improved features in a               
smaller, sleeker design. The upgrade is the result of extensive collaboration with a number of               
Tecla users. 
 
“Tecla has always been evolving and improving, and it is critical for us that we get input from our                   
customers,” said Mauricio Meza, CEO and co-founder of Komodo OpenLab. “As mobile            
technology advances, we need to do so as well, and with this new version, I believe we are                  
enabling our users to seamlessly keep up with their changing devices.” 
 
Made by Komodo OpenLab, Tecla is for anyone who can’t easily use a smartphone, tablet or                
computer, including those with limited upper-body mobility resulting from spinal cord injuries,            
multiple sclerosis, ALS, muscular dystrophy, cerebral palsy, brain injuries, or stroke. Tecla            
connects to accessibility switches (buttons, sip and puff) or wheelchairs and allows an individual              
to then wirelessly interact with their iOS or Android devices, computer, internet-enabled            
appliances hands-free, making technology (and love ) accessible to everyone.  
 
The new version, tecla-e, lets users independently control up to eight smart devices             
simultaneously. Additional new features include: 
 

● Simple remote interface for those unfamiliar with technology or cognitive issues  
● Smart-home device control including anything that uses IFTTT 
● Simple access and control of internet-enabled appliances (smart remotes, lights, doors,           

TV)  
● Upgradable firmware 
● Compatibility with industry standard switches and wheelchair outputs  
● Remote monitoring of location, temperature and motion 
● Companion apps for iOS and Android (for set-up, on-screen remote and device            

monitoring) 
 
To learn more about the Tecla-e, visit gettecla.com. 
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About Tecla  
 
Tecla by Komodo OpenLab Inc., a B corporation, creates assistive technology to improve the              
lives of people with disabilities. As a B corporation, Tecla hopes to inspire all businesses to not                 
only be the best in the world, but to be the best for the world. They are committed to providing a                     
life-changing product for a reasonable price using only high-quality technology and materials.  
 
Tecla is an official partner of Bell Mobility, this partnership aims to bring mobile devices and                
products to Canadians with physical disabilities as seen in a recent commercial featured during              
the Paralympics Games coverage.  
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